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of the Australia in the Asian Century White Paper:
for Australia to build stronger and more
comprehensive relationships with countries across
the region. Because of their size, economic links with
Australia, and strategic and political influence in the
region and globally, China, India, Indonesia, Japan
and South Korea were identified as the initial priority
countries for the development of country strategies.
Each strategy outlines a vision of where Australia’s
relationship with the country should be in 2025 and
how we, the Australian community, intend to get
there. The strategies identify opportunities for
community, business and government to participate
in and contribute to the process of deepening
and strengthening our regional engagement.
They reflect the views of Australians, collected
during nationwide consultations, and in doing so
continue the national conversation initiated by the
White Paper, to better identify whole-of-Australia
objectives and priorities for the Asian century.
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These are challenges for all of us.
Consultations to develop this strategy were
held from 4 April to 31 May 2013. During this
period, Australian Government officials led by
the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
undertook face-to-face consultations in each state
and territory capital. Officials met all state and
territory governments and engaged with business
representatives, the community and academic
stakeholders. Consultations were also held overseas
and in regional Australia. In all, 1,300 Australians
attended meetings, roundtables and ‘town hall’-style
public forums. The Government also received over
250 formal written submissions.
This strategy will be tabled in Parliament and
regularly evaluated and updated.
The Government extends its deep appreciation to
all who participated in developing these strategies,
and will continue to draw on the views expressed
in Australia’s ongoing engagement with these
countries.

Adelaide consultations, May 2013.
Credit: Chesser Street Studios.
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SOUTH KOREA: WHY IT MATTERS
Over the past 50 years, South Korea has successfully
transformed its economic landscape. Since the
devastation of the Korean War between 1950 and
1953, the country has developed the world’s 12thlargest economy based on purchasing power parity
(PPP), with a gross domestic product (GDP) of
$1.6 trillion. It has achieved this with a population of
49 million people occupying a mountainous
peninsula less than half the size of Victoria.
South Korea’s largest companies – led by Samsung,
Hyundai and LG – now sell to customers across the
world. Based on current trends, South Korea’s GDP
per capita will reach parity with Japan’s by 2020.
South Korea’s economic transformation has been
matched by dramatic changes in its political and
international engagements. Despite the continual
threat of renewed war on the peninsula during the
past 50 years, South Korea has emerged from two
decades of harsh military rule to become one of
Asia’s most robust and vibrant democracies. The
country has revived its rich cultural heritage, which
was oppressed in colonial times, and its artists are
making strong, distinctly Korean contributions to
worldwide culture.
South Korea approaches 2025 with substantial assets.
These include minimal government debt, plentiful
foreign exchange reserves, a skilled and adaptable
workforce, cutting-edge industrial technology and
strong product development expertise. Its innovative
firms are well integrated into vast regional, offshore
production and supply chains, which South Korea
uses to produce must-have consumer products
such as smartphones and tablets, as well as
sophisticated heavy-industry products.
Australia and South Korea already enjoy a strong
trade relationship worth $32 billion, based on our
complementary economic structures. Australia has
been a reliable supplier of raw materials for South
Korea’s high-tech manufacturing and heavy industry
sectors for many decades. Despite strong competition
from developing suppliers, Australia now provides
two-thirds of South Korea’s iron-ore imports and
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40 per cent of its coal. South Korea in turn supplies
products such as Hyundai and Kia cars, Samsung
smartphones and LG appliances to a growing
Australian market.
However, there is still significant untapped
potential in the economic relationship between
Australia and South Korea. Only a small number
of firms in Australia have an investment presence
in Korea, and vice versa. Greater mutual investment
would benefit both countries: Australia would gain
access to South Korea’s technical expertise in
resource development and high-tech
manufacturing, while South Korea would gain
access to Australia’s world-class service providers.
Australia’s advanced financial market has much to
offer South Korea, just as South Korea’s liquid pension
funds can help support Australia’s infrastructure
financing needs. There are also opportunities
for companies in Australia and South Korea to
collaborate more closely in regional supply chains
and developing markets.

South Korea is important to Australia because of:
Valued partner in
international forums
reflecting shared
interests as democratic
middle powers

Our strong trade ties –
Australia is South Korea’s
largest supplier of iron ore
and coal

Concluding a high-quality free trade agreement (FTA)
between Australia and South Korea will be an important
step towards realising the relationship’s potential. It
will provide consumers in Australia and South Korea
with a greater choice and cheaper prices, promote
two-way investment flows, and secure Australia’s
position as a key supplier of goods and services to
South Korea. We will work with South Korea to advance
greater regional economic and financial integration,
through negotiations on the Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP) and in other forums.
Australia and South Korea are growing economies
that are largely free of public debt. This places them in
a strong position to work together to help develop
solutions to regional and global challenges. South Korea
has moved from being a major recipient of foreign aid
to being a donor. In 2012, it provided US$1.55 billion in
official development assistance, mostly to Asian countries.
Australia and South Korea share the values of liberal
democracies, support rules-based approaches to
international problems, and have experience working
with developing and developed economies.
Our common values and strategic outlooks make us
natural partners in international forums. Although it
only became a member of the United Nations (UN) in
1991, South Korea is currently – along with Australia
– a non-permanent member of the UN Security
Council. South Korea played a key role in forming the
Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum, has
been a major contributor to UN peacekeeping
operations, and is the homeland of the UN SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon.
Australia and South Korea share an interest in
consolidating the East Asian Summit as a key regional
institution in the Asia-Pacific region. Along with Australia,
South Korea is also a strong supporter of the G20.

Great potential to
increase two-way
investment flows

Both countries want to develop cooperation among
the world’s middle powers. We cooperate increasingly
closely on nuclear non-proliferation and disarmament,
as well as climate change, including through our joint
engagement in the Green Climate Fund and the Global
Green Growth Institute.
Australia and South Korea are also natural partners in
the pursuit of security and stability. Since the Korean War,
we have shared a focus on security. We have a common
ally in the US, and our armed forces have been involved
in the many of the same campaigns. We have served
together on UN peacekeeping operations, notably in
Timor Leste, where more than 3,000 peacekeepers from
South Korea served under Australian command.
Our navies undertake maritime security operations,
such as the anti-piracy patrols off the coast of Somalia.
Our defence and foreign ministers met this year in
Seoul to begin only the second series of ‘2+2 meetings’
South Korea has with any nation.
A solid foundation of people-to-people links supports the
economic and strategic cooperation between Australia
and South Korea. These links stretch back to the arrival
of Australian missionaries in Busan, South Korea in 1889,
and include Australia’s defence of South Korea during
the Korean War. Since then, a steady stream of tourists,
working holiday-makers, students, business visitors and
immigrants from South Korea have come to Australia;
more than 88,000 people of Korean ancestry now live
in the country.
The relatively one-sided flow of people from South
Korea to Australia highlights the need to further
develop the relationship between the two countries.
This could begin with encouraging more Australians to
get to know people from South Korea who are now
living in Australia.
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VISION 2025:
AUSTRALIA AND SOUTH KOREA
Australia’s vision towards 2025 is to build a stronger partnership with
South Korea based on our complementary strengths. As middle powers with
strong economies and a commitment to supporting peace and prosperity in our
region, our value to each other will only increase during the years ahead.
Since the middle of the 20th century, Australia and
South Korea have developed a supportive relationship
by focusing on the possibilities for trade and growth.
By 2025, we will have achieved a closer, more broadly
based partnership.
As awareness of Australia continues to grow in South
Korea and vice versa, an increasing number of people
in both countries are rediscovering the relationship’s
potential. South Korea is likely to see Australia as an
increasingly attractive partner, despite both countries’
growing engagement with the wider region.

However, we still need to address several barriers
to cooperation within the maturing relationship,
regarding our trade and investment, and increased
cultural familiarity. After South Korea transformed its
economic and political environment and increased its
international engagement in the late 20th century, the
global spotlight has moved away from South Korea.
However, along with Australia, South Korea was one of
the few industrialised countries to weather the
2008–09 global financial crisis. Towards 2025, South
Korea can draw on its significant assets – including
ample foreign reserves, substantial government
borrowing capacity, successful industrial corporations
and resilient people – to overcome the challenges it
will face.
Australia’s relationship with South Korea towards 2025
will be shaped by how South Korea meets the challenges
of maintaining its competitive edge in international
trade, sustaining economic growth with a rapidly
ageing population and increasing the efficiency of its
services industries. The Korean Peninsula’s future
security is unknown. However, with the support of the
US, Australia and other members of the international
community, South Korea can continue to successfully
manage these aspects of its development.
To realise the potential of the relationship
between Australia and South Korea, we need to
ensure communities, businesses and governments
have the skills to recognise and exploit new
opportunities as they arise.

Acting Ambassador Brendan Berne and Director General Ms
Wee of the National Library for Children and Young Adults of
Korea.
Credit: Australian Embassy Seoul.
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By 2025, we will increase the visibility of South Korea
in Australia, including as a key international partner,
and people from Australia and South Korea will know
each other better. We expect to develop stronger
community links, supported by the large, active South
Korean community in Australia and an increasing
number of Australians studying Korean.
Before 2025, we will develop a national school
curriculum that includes teaching Korean from
Foundation to Year 12, providing continuity across all
levels of schooling. There will also be deeper and
more frequent science, arts, and sporting exchanges
and collaboration between Australia and South Korea
by 2025. The number of tourists, students, business
visitors and working holiday-makers travelling in each
direction should grow steadily. There will also be an
increasing number of sister-city and sister-state
arrangements, which we will reinvigorate where
necessary.
Investment flows between Australia and South Korea
will become much more important to our economic
relationship by 2025. Links between Australian and
South Korean businesses will also grow stronger and
become more diversified as South Korea makes
changes to the structure of its economy. The early
conclusion of an FTA will boost growth in both
countries towards 2025, by increasing sales of safe,
high-quality Australian food and efficient business
services in South Korea, while reducing the costs of
South Korean goods for Australian consumers.
The FTA will provide the foundation for rapid growth
in two-way investment, while businesses will use
economic complementarities between the countries to
increase collaboration in global markets. Our economic
relationship will retain its strong foundation in trading
and investing in raw materials and energy, which will
also continue to contribute to the economic
development of both countries.

Some potential benefits of an
Australia-South Korea FTA include:
• Improving the flow of goods and services by
removing or reducing regulatory barriers
• Reducing transaction costs and improving
efficiency by removing or reducing the tariff
and non-tariff barriers to bilateral trade in
goods
• Enhancing bilateral investment flows, which
would encourage greater Korean investment
in Australia, especially in the resources
sector; create new jobs in Australia;
safeguard South Korea’s energy and
resources security; and increase Australia’s
current investment in South Korea’s services
sector, including in financial services.

By 2025, Australia and South Korea will have
significantly enhanced their capacity to work together,
and with other countries, to develop solutions to
problems within the region. Our collaboration will
have strengthened the UN, the G20 and the East Asia
Summit (EAS), as well as the security of both
countries. Together, we will have made a substantial
contribution to supporting the sustainable
development of the region, and to developing a fair
and effective global climate change agreement.
Based on the close strategic partnership and
strong program of practical collaboration, dialogues
and visits between Australia and South Korea, by
2025 our armed forces will cooperate seamlessly in
peacekeeping and military operations. This will occur
bilaterally, in partnership with others (principally the
US, but also Japan, India, the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) countries and China) and
through the UN.
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CONNECTING COMMUNITIES:
WHAT WE ARE DOING
Australia’s political, economic and strategic links with
South Korea are underpinned by extensive people-topeople links. Australia is home to more than 88,000
people of Korean descent, and each year significant
numbers of people from South Korea visit Australia
for work, leisure and educational purposes. South
Korea is Australia’s third-largest source of students,
our third-largest group of working holiday-makers
and among our top 10 sources of skilled migrants.
Institutional links and exchanges between communities
and organisations in Australia and South Korea are
expanding, in part supported by the Australia-Korea
Foundation (AFK).
Korean-language classes have a small but growing
place in Australian schools. Since implementing the
Australian Government’s National Asian Languages
and Studies in Schools Program (NALSSP), we have
seen an increase in access to and participation in
Korean-language studies. Between 2010 and 2013,
the number of schools teaching Korean has risen
from 38 to 62 and the number of students studying
Korean from Foundation to Year 12 has grown from
4,219 to 6,992.
South Korea has been Australia’s third-largest source
of foreign enrolments for the past three years, with
12,407 student visas granted in 2011–12. In 2012,
27,719 Korean students enrolled in Australian
institutions. Our large and growing alumni in South
Korea represent a potentially valuable resource to
deepen our bilateral relationship, including in
education and training ties. Australian Government
programs – including the AsiaBound Grants Program,
and the Australian Awards Endeavour Scholarships
and Fellowships – and South Korean Government
scholarships provide Australian students the
opportunity to visit and study in South Korea.
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A total of 196,700 people from South Korea visited
Australia in 2012, collectively spending $1.2 billion.
This makes South Korea our eighth-largest market for
overseas visitor arrivals and our sixth-largest market
for tourism expenditure. South Korea is also becoming
an increasingly popular destination for Australian
travellers, with 128,812 Australians visiting the country
in 2012, a significant increase from 57,834 in 2004.
Australian artists, performers and cultural institutions
are building links with Korean partners and promoting
awareness of Australia in South Korea. There are
already strong connections between South Korean
and Australian performing arts sectors, many of them
developed after the Australia-Korea Year of Friendship
in 2011. Major performing arts organisations such as
the Sydney Symphony Orchestra, Australian Chamber
Orchestra and Sydney Dance Company have recently
performed in South Korea.
However, public consultations have underscored
the significant potential to connect communities and
developing cultural awareness even further. Much
smaller numbers of Australians work, study and live
in South Korea than vice versa. Despite our large
population of people from South Korea, and South
Korea’s clear economic and strategic importance to
Australia, Australians have little awareness of the
country. Awareness of Australia in South Korea also
remains relatively low. This affects the number of
students studying Korean in Australia, and our
collaboration across all areas of culture, academia
and business.
Increasing visibility of South Korean culture in
Australia, and promoting South Korea as a serious
international partner, will be key to Australia’s
strategy for our relationship with South Korea
towards 2025.

CONNECTING COMMUNITIES:
WHAT WE NEED TO DO
Education
Public consultations have highlighted the value of
studying the Korean language as a means to support
cultural understanding and build connections
between communities, academia and business.
The Government is committed to increasing Korean
language studies in schools, and has decided to
include Korean as a national priority Asian language
along with Mandarin, Indonesian, Hindi and Japanese.
As recently announced, the Government will
develop Korean as one of the first five languages to
be taught in years 11 and 12 under the Australian
Curriculum. A Korean-language school curriculum
from Foundation to Year 10 is due to be finalised by
2014. The Government will also continue to support
the professional development of Korean-language
teachers through the Endeavour Language Teacher

CONNECTIONS

Fellowship Program, as well as supporting alternative
pathways for learning Korean through Community
Languages Australia. Our objective is to increase
students’ access to Korean classes, boost enrolment
numbers and improve opportunities for Australian
students to study overseas.
There will be plenty of challenges. Current demand
for Korean-language classes is low, reflecting limited
awareness of South Korea in the Australian community.
We will need to improve the community’s
understanding of South Korea and its significance to
Australia. We can also help build demand for classes
by developing resources that use innovative
technologies to engage students, and by providing
them with more opportunities for personal encounters,
such as overseas travel and school partnerships.

ASIA CONNEXIONS FOR LANGUAGE AND
CULTURAL EXCHANGES

Led by the University of New England, the Asia
ConneXions program uses the National Broadband
Network to connect Australian schools with schools in
Korea, Japan and China through high-definition
videoconferencing. Students from O’Connor Catholic
College in Armidale, New South Wales and Gyeseong
Girls’ High School in Seoul are using the videoconferencing facilities to discuss a range of topics
each fortnight. In March 2012, former Prime Minister
Julia Gillard participated in one of these lessons
during a visit to South Korea. The Asia ConneXions
program has also facilitated communication between
individual students in Australia and South Korea, and
has organised school visits between both countries.

Live link to Seoul from O’Connor Catholic College, Armidale.
Credit: David Doyle.
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The Government will also need to find ways to
encourage and enable more tertiary students to
study Korean and travel to South Korea. The number
of tertiary Korean-language students has been growing.
Between 2010 and 2013, first- and second-year
enrolments doubled nationally. The number of
Australian tertiary students studying in South Korea
remains low. However, there are increasing
opportunities for Australian students to study in
South Korean universities, many of which offer
courses taught in English.

expertise. At the Joint Committee on Education,
Korean and Australian meeting in May 2013, Korean
and Australian officials agreed to explore the idea of
establishing a consortium of universities to increase
the number of joint postgraduate programs between
leading institutions.

Improving the recognition of South Korean
qualifications in Australia and vice versa – bilaterally
and through the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) – will improve
travel opportunities for students and academics.
South Korea and Australia are working to establish
a regional TAFE-delivered vocational education and
training (TVET) Provider Network, to support
increased institutional partnerships and provide a
forum for exchanging ideas, knowledge and

EDUCATION

Credit: Australia-Korea Foundation.

PRINCIPALS’ VISIT TO SOUTH KOREA

In 2010, South Korea’s Sydney-based Korean
Education Centre and the University of New South
Wales’s Korea Research Institute coordinated a visit
by 15 Australian school principals to South Korea. The
visit demonstrated the importance of engaging
schools to support Korean-language education in
Australia. The principals had the opportunity to visit
South Korean schools and businesses, experience
cultural activities and meet education officials.
The visit helped educators build valuable networks
in South Korea and Australia, and has encouraged
the expansion of Korean-language programs. Ormond
Primary School in Melbourne, for example, contacted
nearby Mordialloc Beach Primary School, which began
offering Korean in 2011. As a result, the Victorian School
of Languages has expanded its Korean-language
program from one campus to three. In NSW, Burwood
Girls High School began teaching Korean in 2012
after its principal took part in South Korea visit, while
Cabramatta High School has subsequently created a
permanent Korean-language teaching position.
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The ‘Hello! from Australia’ children’s book and illustration
exhibition at Jijihyang Gallery/Paju Bookcity in September 2012
attracted over 3,000 visitors.

The visit was a career highlight, and
energised my commitment to Australia-Asia
education.
Glenn Butler, Ormond Primary School.

Australian school principals gather in Seoul.
Credit: Korea Research Institute, UNSW.

Science and technology
South Korea has the potential to become a major
research partner for Australia, particularly as South
Korea focuses on innovation to drive its economic
growth. In 2010, South Korea’s gross expenditure on
R&D was the fifth-highest in the world based on PPP,
receiving significant industry support. Promising
areas for R&D collaboration between Australia and
South Korea include Information Communications
Technology, green growth in manufacturing, and new
materials.
Australia and South Korea can build on a solid
foundation of bilateral cooperation. We have
increased the number of jointly published science
and technology publications from 38 in 1999 to 457 in
2011. However, South Korea was still only Australia’s
20th-highest publication partner that year, behind
some countries that are further away and have a
smaller research output.
Organisations such as the Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering (ATSE) and the Commonwealth
Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO)
help foster collaborative research with South Korea.
After a 12-year hiatus, we resumed formal

SPACE

government-to-government dialogue with South
Korea in May 2013, with a meeting of the AustraliaSouth Korea Joint Committee on Science and
Technology (JCST).
Australia’s level of bilateral collaboration with South
Korea is lower than it should be, given the research
performance of both countries. This is largely due to
a mutual lack of understanding and awareness of
each other’s capabilities. Australia’s capacity for
world-class research is not well known in South Korea.
It will be challenging to ensure Australian and South
Korean researchers and institutions consider each
other as potential partners, with both focused on
China, Japan and the US.
Towards 2025, we will need to raise Australia’s research
profile in South Korea. Our challenge is to increase
collaboration to a level that reflects both countries’
high standing in science and research. We will aim to
connect Australia’s strength in basic research with
South Korea’s expertise in applied research and
commercialised innovation. Our growing collaboration
would be reflected in an increased number of visits,
exchanges and internships between our countries, as
well as more joint publications and commercial projects.

TELESCOPES AND BLACK HOLES

In March 2012, Australia and South Korea linked their
radio telescopes for the first time, forming a system
that acted as a gigantic telescope, more than 8,000
kilometres across. The telescopes – from the CSIRO, the
University of Tasmania, and the Korea Astronomy and
Space Science Institute – have a combined resolving
power 100 times that of the Hubble Space Telescope.

An Australia-linked
South Korean radio
telescope.
Credit: Korea Astronomy and
Space Science Institute.

The telescopes targeted a galaxy 3.5 billion light years
away – thought to host a pair of super-massive black
holes – for five hours. Data was processed on the fly at
the International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research
in Perth. The collaboration combined signals from
widely separated telescopes, using a technique that
will underlie the international mega-scope, the
Square Kilometre Array.
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MEDIA

AUSTRALIA-KOREA MEDIA INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Each year, the Australia-Korea Foundation, the
University of Sydney and RMIT University send
talented journalism students to Seoul to intern with
South Korea’s prominent newspapers and
broadcasters. Interns work under experienced local
journalists to research, write and sub-edit articles,
and produce, write scripts for, interview for and
present programs. In 2012, TBS Radio gave interns
the opportunity to present a weekly segment on
their experience as Australians living in Seoul.

Intern Maryann Wright with Mr Shiyoung Chon,
Managing Editor of the Korea Herald.
Credit: Australia-Korea Foundation.

Culture, media, sport and community
Public consultations have revealed a spike of interest
in South Korea’s popular culture – and we should
make the most of it to engage Australian youth in
connecting our communities.

Government’s principal funding agency for the audio
visual sector, will support market development
opportunities in South Korea and lead delegations of
Australian producers to South Korea.

We can do more to raise interest in and understanding
of Korean culture in Australia, supporting the work of
the South Korean Embassy and Consulates, and the
Korea Foundation. South Korea’s participation in
Australia’s Working Holiday visa program is already
contributing to greater cultural understanding and
strengthening people-to-people links. We welcome
and support South Korea’s recent efforts to increase
reciprocal uptake of Korean visas by Australians.

Media are an important mechanism for raising
awareness of South Korea in Australia and vice versa,
and encouraging Australia and South Korea to think
of each other as serious partners. Despite South Korea’s
sophisticated technology and media industries, our
countries have a relatively limited presence in each
other’s media markets. ABC International’s efforts to
provide online Korean-language content and deliver
a greater volume of original content from the region
in 2013–14 will be a positive step in increasing
understanding in both countries. The Australian
Government is also supporting greater cooperation
and understanding between our media sectors
through the AKF’s Media Internship Program.

The Australian Embassy in South Korea and the
Australia Council will continue to work closely to
develop durable institutional links that promote
cultural exchange. The organisations have supported
delegations to attend events in both countries, such
as the Australian Performing Arts Market and the
Performing Arts Market in Seoul.
The Australian Government will continue developing
cultural links through annual funding programs,
including the Australian International Cultural Council
(AICC) and AKF. Screen Australia, the Australian
10

Australia and South Korea have strong sporting heritages
and are becoming increasingly interconnected. Our
sporting ties are most evident in soccer – a very
popular sport in South Korea – with Australian teams
competing in the East Asian Football Championship in
South Korea this year, as well as in the Asian Football
Confederation Asian Cup and the Asia Champions

League. Increasingly, Australian soccer players are
competing in the Korean K-League, while players from
South Korea are starting to make their mark in the
Australian A-League – which is currently sponsored by
Hyundai.
Australia has also joined South Korea as a co-host of
the Badminton World Federation Super series.
The Korean martial art, Taekwondo, enjoys a strong
following in Australia with more than 15,000 participants.
Major sporting events such as the 2015 Asian Cup –
to be hosted by Australia – and the 2018 PyeongChang
Winter Olympics in South Korea will provide further
opportunities to develop Australia and South Korea’s
sporting and commercial relationships.
Australia’s people-to-people links with South Korea
are supported by a network of Korean community

groups throughout Australia, and established
relationships between cities and states in Australia
and South Korea. There are 12 sister-city
relationships and four sister-state relationships,
promoting grassroots exchanges and long-term
relationships between schools and other local
institutions.
However, we have far fewer connections with South
Korea than we have with Japan or China. Towards
2025, our objective is to reinvigorate and increase the
number of relationships we have with South Korea,
including by working with the South Korean
Government and Australian state and territory
governments to develop sister-city and sister-state
relationships. By leveraging sister-city relationships,
there is potential to enhance cultural connections
and local economic benefits in both countries.

A-League champions, the Central Coast Mariners, playing South Korean team Suwon in the Asian Football Confederation Champions League.
Credit: John Dewberry.
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Tourism
South Korea is Australia’s eighth-largest inbound
market for overseas visitor arrivals and the seventhlargest for total spend. Visitors from South Korea
spent $1.2 billion in Australia in 2012. The Tourism
Forecasting Committee (TFC) estimates there will be a
2 per cent annual compound growth rate in arrivals
from South Korea between 2011–12 and 2016–17.
The Australian Government’s Tourism 2020 strategy
has identified South Korea as a potential growth
market and a federal government investment priority
area for Tourism Infrastructure. It estimates the value
of the South Korean market at between $2.8 – 3.4
billion by 2020.
Tourism Australia research has found that the people
of South Korea recognise Australia for its
environmental beauty, but do not tend to associate

RELATIONSHIPS

Australia with other highly valued attributes such
as security, value for money, family-friendliness,
and good food, wine and produce. Towards 2025,
Tourism Australia will continue to work with the
Australian tourism industry and governments to
deepen South Korean consumers’ understanding of
Australia as a holiday destination, using the ‘There’s
Nothing Like Australia’ global campaign.
Tourism exchanges rely heavily on air services and
visa arrangements. Australia will continue to work
with South Korea to ensure transport capacity can
expand ahead of demand. Travellers from South
Korea have extensive access to electronic visa
lodgement options. Further enhancements to the
Department of Immigration and Citizenship’s systems
will enable even more visa applications to be lodged
online in the next few years.

AUSTRALIA-KOREA FOUNDATION
Established by the Australian Government in 1992,
the AKF has played a central role in expanding
people-to-people exchanges and community links
between the two countries. The AKF funds around
15 scholarships each year for young Australians to
study in South Korea, as well as around 45 general
projects in the business, education, science and
technology, society, arts and culture sectors
that strengthen Australia-South Korea ties.

Participants in the Australia Korea Internship Program 2013 take
part in a cultural exchange activity.
Credit: Australia-Korea Foundation.
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CONNECTING COMMUNITIES:
PATHWAYS TO 2025
Australian and South Korean communities will deepen mutual understanding
by 2025, and broaden community, business and government links.

Reflecting public submissions and consultations, Australia will work to:

EDUCATION
• Develop a Foundation to Year 12 Korean-language
curriculum, which will provide continuity across all
levels of schooling.
• Support measures to enhance Korean-language
education, consistent with state and territory
approaches and priorities, including:
-- Incorporating subject matter about South
Korea into the ‘Asia and Australia’s engagement
with Asia’ cross-curriculum.
-- Producing new Korean-language teaching and
learning resources that engage students
through innovative technologies, such as
videoconferencing and online interaction.
-- Working with higher-education providers and
schools to continue offering professional
development opportunities for Koreanlanguage teachers.
-- Working towards establishing a partnership
between each Australian school teaching
Korean and a school in South Korea.
-- Exploring opportunities to bring together state
and local governments, schools and the South
Korean Government to expand Koreanlanguage programs based on school and
community ‘clusters’.
• Encourage and support the tertiary education
sector and the South Korean Government to
promote more placements for Australian and
South Korean students in each other’s education
and research institutions, including industry
placements and internships.

• Expand the Australian Government’s current
work – led by Austrade at the Australian Embassy in
Seoul – to develop better links with alumni in South
Korea.
• Explore the potential to direct more resources,
including from other agencies, into enhancing
alumni engagement.
• Encourage and support greater collaboration with
South Korea in developing vocational education
and training competency standards.

RESEARCH
• Intensify consultation with the South Korean
Government, and undertake activities agreed to
at the 2013 Joint Committee on Science and
Technology, including:
-- Exploring ways to increase scientific exchange
-- Developing mutual research collaboration
priorities
-- Exploring the possibility of a joint report to
assist stakeholders in collaboration.
• Investigate potential funding mechanisms to
support science collaborations with South Korea.
• Encourage Australian and South Korean
institutions to raise awareness of existing research
opportunities and potential funding, such as
Australian Research Council grants.
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• Examine the potential for institutional and
research links and joint projects – including in
priority areas such as energy efficiency, climate
change, ocean management, and carbon capture
and storage – which could fall under programs
and projects associated with the Global Green
Growth Institute.

• Work with the South Korean Government and
Australian state and territory governments to
support the development of sister-city and
sister-state relationships.

• Consider joint research with South Korea, to
identify barriers to cooperation and potential
solutions.

• Build annual numbers of South Korean visitors
to Australia, to increase the value of the inbound
tourism market to between $2.8 billion and
$3.4 billion by 2020.

• Consider supporting reciprocal missions and
workshops directed towards industry sectors
and priority research areas.
• Determine the potential for student exchanges
between Australian and South Korean universities
to include language training and industry
internships.

CULTURE
• Continue to support performing arts exchanges
through government-funded programs, including
the Australia Council, the AKF and the AICC.
• Support and expand artistic-residency
programs through the Australia Council’s Creative
Partnerships with Asia program, and the AKF’s
Asialink program.
• Consider providing additional support to the
Australian Embassy in Seoul to help Australian
artists distribute and market projects in Korea.
• Facilitate the co-production of films and
television programs by finalising an AustraliaSouth Korea audio visual co-production
agreement.
• Encourage targeted missions focused on
developing a youth market in South Korea,
including sending business and cultural
representatives to increase awareness of
Australia’s cultural capabilities.
• Explore opportunities for collaboration with
the South Korean Embassy, Consulates and
cultural organisations in Australia.
• Support collaboration and exchange programs
between Australian and South Korean media
organisations.
14

TOURISM

• Conduct tourism campaigns that highlight
Australia’s unique qualities as a holiday destination,
supported by systems that enable more South
Korean visa applications to be lodged online.

CONNECTING BUSINESS:
WHAT WE ARE DOING
In the aftermath of the Korean War, South Korea
was one of the world’s poorest countries and
depended heavily on foreign aid. It now has the
world’s 12th-largest economy. Its leading firms are
sensitive to market opportunities worldwide and
are well integrated into vast offshore production
and regional supply chains.
Manufacturing has been the key driver behind
South Korea’s rapid economic growth. The sector
is dominated by conglomerates such as Samsung,
Hyundai and LG Group. In addition to their core
manufacturing operations, they have subsidiaries
that provide IT, communications and maintenance
services. As a result of these companies’ success,
South Korea is now the world’s leading shipbuilder,
the fifth-largest car manufacturer and a global leader
in consumer electronics.

Australia and South Korea enjoy a strong, mutually
beneficial $32 billion trade relationship. In 2012,
South Korea was Australia’s third-largest export
market and we were South Korea’s sixth-largest
source of goods imports. In the same year, Australia
exported $21.6 billion of goods and services to South
Korea – representing 7.2 per cent of all Australian
exports – and imported $10.3 billion of goods and
services from South Korea.
In 2012, Australia provided most of South Korea’s iron
ore imports and 40 per cent of its coal. Australia also
exports crude oil, copper, aluminium, uranium and
liquefied natural gas (LNG) to South Korea. South
Korea has recently signed three major LNG contracts
with Santos (Gladstone LNG), Total (Ichthys) and Shell
(Prelude). When full production commences in around
2015, these contracts should see Australia provide
around 25 per cent of South Korea’s LNG, a dramatic
increase from the current
2 per cent.

Bilateral trade between
Australia and South Korea
A$billion
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Australian imports from South Korea
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Mr Andrew Ogilvie, President of the Cattle Council of Australia,
in South Korea in 2012.
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Credit: Cattle Council of Australia.
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South Korea is also a mature market for Australian
agricultural products, such as meat, wheat, sugar
and dairy. South Korea is Australia’s third-largest
market for meat exports. We are a reliable supplier of
safe, high quality food to South Korea – a net importer
of food, and a society with growing concerns about
food safety.
Education is a major service export. South Korea
is Australia’s third-largest source of foreign student
enrolments after China and India. Tourism from South
Korea is also important; visitors from South Korea
spent $1.2 billion in Australia in 2012.
In contrast to South Korea’s strong manufacturing
sector, its services sector is largely composed of small
and medium enterprises (SMEs), which account for
around 90 per cent of employment in the sector.
While many Australian exporters have successfully
established relationships with South Korean
conglomerates, there has been less collaboration with
SMEs in the services sector. Differences in language
and business cultures are partly responsible for this,
but general awareness of the South Korean market
among Australian SMEs currently lags behind its size
and relevance.

The investment relationship between Australia and
South Korea is still relatively small but has grown
rapidly and diversified, and is set to boom in the years
to 2025. The stock of South Korean investment in
Australia grew twenty-five-fold from a low base in
2001 to $12 billion in 2012. However, this still
represents only a small fraction of all foreign
investment in Australia.

Australia-South Korea investment relationship
A$billion
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Position, Australia: Supplementary Statistics, 2012.

Young Australian engineers and scientists participate in a science and technology exchange with South Korea during a delegation visit in 2013.
Credit: Australia-Korea Foundation.
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Attendees at the Australian business networking lunch at the Yeosu Expo in South Korea, in May 2012.
Credit: Austrade.

Australia is an increasingly attractive destination
for South Korean investment. In 2012, we received
$4.3 billion from South Korea, third behind the
United States and China. The South Korean
Government has identified POSCO’s 12.5 per cent
stake in the Roy Hill iron ore project in Western
Australia as the largest South Korean investment
overseas to date.
While Australian investors in South Korea have
faced challenges – such as a complex regulatory
environment and restrictions on investments by
foreign firms – Australian investment in South Korea
reached $10.4 billion in 2012. Australian investors
see the potential of serving an increasingly wealthy
South Korean population with a willingness to try
new products. Macquarie Bank has a significant
presence in South Korea, active in funds management
and infrastructure investment. ANZ Bank, Boral,
Pure Commerce and Blackmores are also active
investors in South Korea.

MACQUARIE GROUP –
AN ESTABLISHED PRESENCE
Macquarie Group established a presence in
Seoul in 2000 and is now a leading provider of
investment banking services in South Korea.
Macquarie operates a variety of businesses,
including mergers and acquisitions; equity-capital
management; infrastructure financing;
infrastructure-funds management; raising and/or
structuring debt or equity for real-estate
transactions; operating leases on IT equipment
and other technology assets; equity-hedge
trading; equity-derivatives product development;
corporate banking; foreign exchange; and other
trading services to corporate and institutional
clients. Macquarie Korea also manages seven
funds with interests across a range of South
Korean industries, including the energy, media,
ports, power, property, telecommunications,
transport and water sectors.
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CONNECTING BUSINESS:
WHAT WE NEED TO DO
South Korea approaches 2025 with substantial assets,
including minimal government debt, plentiful foreign
exchange reserves, a skilled workforce, cutting-edge
industrial technology and deep sales expertise,
particularly in emerging markets.
However, South Korea also faces significant
challenges, including:
• maintaining its position as a leading manufacturer
in an increasingly competitive world market, while
its traditional rivals benefit from exchange rate
changes and emerging exporters increase their
value.
• sustaining economic growth with a rapidly ageing
population. South Korea’s fertility rate of 1.3 births
per couple is one of the lowest in the world. The
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) predicts that if there are no
changes in social conditions, South Korea’s
dependency ratio will rise from one of the lowest
levels in the industrialised world to one of the
world’s highest by 2050.
• better realising the productive potential of its
population by improving the status of women in
the workplace and making greater investments in
early childhood care and education, increasing its
retirement age and placing more emphasis on
vocational education.
• increasing the competitiveness of its service
sector. Labour productivity in the service sector
stands at only 53 per cent of that in the
manufacturing industry. There is also potential
for South Korea’s wholesale, retail, transport,
distribution and financial sectors to support other
sectors of the economy to become exporters and
foreign investors themselves.
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Australia is well placed to work with South Korea
as it addresses these challenges. By taking advantage
of the presence of a large and cost-effective
manufacturing base in Asia, which it helped to create,
South Korea has moved a considerable proportion
of its production capacity offshore. Coupled with
the complementary strengths in our economies, this
will enable Australia to explore opportunities for
economic collaboration with South Korea in other
countries, and to appropriately promote two-way
investment flows into Australia, including from South
Korean pension funds. As South Korea copes with
an ageing population, opportunities for collaboration
across healthcare and aged-care services will
continue to emerge, as will further opportunities
to work with South Korea’s financial sector.
Greater investment flows would benefit both
countries. Only a small number of firms in Australia
have an investment presence in South Korea and vice
versa. South Korea’s accounting, legal and regulatory
environment is complex, and encouraging Australian
professional service firms and banks to enter the
country would facilitate Australian investment.
There remains the potential for South Korean
investors to invest more broadly in innovative
Australian research sectors, including the materials
and life sciences fields. The Australian Government’s
Industry and Innovation Statement offers new
opportunities for South Korean investors. For example,
the Government is establishing industry innovation
precincts across Australia to help firms develop
world-leading innovations, including through
collaboration with key international partners.

The conclusion of the Australia-South Korea FTA
would help place Australian business on a level
playing field with countries that already have FTAs
with South Korea. The FTA has the potential to take
the bilateral economic relationship to a new level.

China and ASEAN countries, and are increasing their
presence offshore through investments. Australian
businesses could use their existing partnerships with
South Korean companies to increase their own
opportunities in third-party markets.

South Korea’s agriculture industry is highly protected;
the OECD estimates that 47 per cent of farm receipts
during 2009–2011 came from government support
and intervention. Tariffs on agricultural products in
South Korea are also particularly high, with an
average ‘most favoured nation’ rate of 48.6 per cent.
This affects priority Australian products. Australian
malt and barley exports face tariffs of up to 513 per
cent, horticultural products face tariffs of up to
304 per cent, dairy products face tariffs of up to
176 per cent and beef faces a 40 per cent tariff.

Changing consumer tastes and a lack of domestic
food supply capacity in South Korea are driving much
higher demand for quality food and beverage
products. Australian SMEs are well positioned to
supply premium products to South Korea, including
organic produce. Austrade provides services in South
Korea to help Australian businesses enter the market
or collaborate with South Korean partners.

By complementing both countries’ increasingly
services-dominated economies, the FTA would
enhance business mobility and improve mutual
recognition of qualifications. The FTA would also
facilitate further investment between the countries,
supporting South Korea’s promotion of inward
foreign direct investment (FDI) and contributing
further to Australia’s economic growth.
There are still significant opportunities for Australian
businesses to collaborate with South Korean SMEs, to
take advantage of emerging markets in South Korea
and Australia, as well as in third-party countries.
South Korean firms are already heavily invested in

Scientific collaboration and exchanges, including
industry internships for research students, will
deepen economic ties between Australia and South
Korea by building networks of current and future
business and research professionals. Improved
access to South Korea’s larger and more mature
markets (especially in venture capital and
commercialisation) will help Australian researchers
and research institutions increase the value of their
research investments. Access to Australia’s higher
basic research capacity would also help the long-term
research performance of South Korea. As research,
development and innovation strongly influence total
factor productivity growth, this relationship would
increase the prosperity of both countries and of
the region.

BLACKMORES – SUCCESSFUL MARKET PENETRATION
In 2010, Blackmores moved into the South Korea market
for vitamins and health supplements by entering into a
strategic partnership with a South Korean company, CJO
Home Shopping. Blackmores’ South Korean operations
have since delivered consistently strong sales. The
company now sells 30 products in South Korea, which are
available through department stores, more than 200
Olive Young retail outlets, selected pharmacies and
online stores.
A Blackmores sales campaign in Seoul.
Credit: Blackmores.
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CONNECTING BUSINESS:
PATHWAYS TO 2025
By 2025, Australia and South Korea will have broader and deeper bilateral trade
and investment relationships, and will use our economic complementarities to
increase collaboration in growing Asian markets.

Reflecting public consultations and submissions, Australia will work to:

• Conclude a high-quality Australia-South Korea FTA,
which would enable Australian businesses to
defend their established market share; diversify
our bilateral trading relationship in emerging
sectors; and encourage Australian and South
Korean business with no existing presence to
consider entering each other’s markets.
• Work with South Korea to advance greater
regional economic and financial integration
through negotiations on RCEP and other forums.
• Work with Austrade, industry groups and
educational institutions to increase the profile
of South Korea in the Australian business
community.
• Pursue initiatives to help Australian companies
seeking to enhance their engagement with the
South Korean market, and with South Korean
firms in third-party countries.
• Build non-government institutional capacity
underpinning the bilateral trading relationship.
This includes an even closer working relationship
between the Australian Government and bodies
such as the Australia Chamber of Commerce in
South Korea, and the Australia Korea Business
Council.
• Support the South Korean Government’s
economic growth agenda by continuing to share
experiences of reform and liberalisation through
bilateral channels and in multilateral forums, such
as the EAS and the G20.
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• Encourage two-way investment between
Australia and South Korea through an active
program of promoting investment, conducting
delegation visits, and matching and supporting
investors in both countries.
• Promote the integral role of business councils
in the bilateral relationship, including their role in
providing supporting infrastructure for SMEs to
do business in South Korea.
• Encourage businesses to cultivate internships
and staff exchanges between the Australian and
South Korean corporate sectors, to develop the
literacy, knowledge and skills needed to take
advantage of business opportunities in each
country.
• Promote science, research and innovation
collaboration and commercialisation, involving
research institutions and businesses.
• Take advantage of South Korea’s focus on
green growth to encourage the export of and
collaboration in environmental services and
expertise.

CONNECTING GOVERNMENTS:
WHAT WE ARE DOING
In recent years, Australia’s intergovernmental
relationships with South Korea have developed rapidly
in scale and significance.
We have increased high-level consultations, which
have established new forums for dialogue between
foreign and defence ministers and senior officials.

SECURITY

We have also expanded our defence and security
cooperation and increased our work together in
international forums, reflecting our shared interests
as middle powers and our common values as
market-driven democracies.

PSI EASTERN ENDEAVOUR EXERCISES
In 2010 and 2012, South Korea hosted the
Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI) Eastern Endeavour
exercises. The exercises help to prevent the
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, their
delivery systems and related materials, by improving
maritime interdiction capabilities and fostering
greater cooperation among participating nations.
As a founding member of the PSI, Australia has
welcomed the opportunity to work alongside South
Korea to strengthen global anti-proliferation efforts.
Australia contributed an RAAF P-3 maritime patrol
aircraft and an E7-A Wedgetail Airborne Early Warning
and Control aircraft to the practical exercises in 2010
and 2012 respectively, and sent expert inter-agency
teams to South Korea to participate in the
tabletop exercises.

An RAAF electronics analyst works with a South Korean Navy
colleague during the Eastern Endeavour exercises in 2012.
Credit: Department of Defence.
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CONNECTING GOVERNMENTS:
WHAT WE NEED TO DO

Minister for Defence Stephen Smith, Minister for Foreign Affairs Bob Carr, South Korean Minister for National Defence Kim Kwan-jin,
and South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se, at the inaugural 2+2 Foreign and Defence Ministers’ Meeting.
Credit: Department of Defence.

Security and defence
Australia’s defence and security relationship
with South Korea has deepened, through a strong
program of practical exercises, strategic dialogue
and visits. South Korea is potentially one of Australia’s
strongest security partners in the Asia-Pacific region.
Historically, opportunities for defence engagement
have been limited, mainly due to South Korea’s focus
on the Korean Peninsula’s security issues. However,
South Korea has recently developed a more outwardlooking international agenda, commensurate with its
growing global interests. This is generating new
opportunities to deepen the bilateral relationship.
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Our defence and security engagement with South
Korea aims to ensure we can work together to
contribute to regional security, and to understand
the likely international response to any contingency on
the Korean Peninsula. High-level defence and security
policy dialogue has been enhanced in recent years,
with an inaugural Australia-South Korea Defence
Ministers’ Dialogue in December 2011, and the first
2+2 meeting of South Korean and Australian defence
and foreign affairs ministers on 4 July 2013.
We hold service-to-service dialogue, defence-policy
talks, strategic dialogue, and logistics and information
exchanges on a regular basis, and provide forums to
discuss coordinated approaches to shared strategic
and security challenges.

The Australian Defence Force regularly participates
in exercises on the Korean Peninsula to help develop
bilateral and multilateral interoperability. During a
visit by HMAS Ballarat to South Korea in May 2012,
Australia and South Korea conducted the inaugural
bilateral maritime-security exercise, Haedoli Wallaby.
Australia and South Korea have also cooperated
under the multinational PSI since South Korea joined
the initiative in 2009 (see case study box on page 21).
The Australian Government will explore opportunities
to further enhance maritime security and air force
cooperation, both bilaterally and multilaterally with
regional partners.
The defence and security relationship between
Australia and South Korea is underpinned by shared
strategic interests. We have in common an alliance
with the US and support for its strategic presence
in the region. Peace and stability on the Korean
Peninsula, and in the Asia-Pacific region, are critical
to the economic performance and security of both
countries.
Consistent with the increasing importance of our
relationship with South Korea, Australia contributed
to the international investigation into the sinking of
South Korea’s ship Cheonan in March 2010, and to
the United Nations Command Military Armistice
Commission investigation following North Korea’s
shelling of Yeonpyeong Island in November 2010.
Australia’s security cooperation with South Korea
extends beyond the region, reflecting our broader
shared interests. We have been involved in many of
the same peacekeeping operations and military efforts
since the Korean War, including Vietnam, Timor-Leste,
Iraq, Afghanistan and South Sudan. In May 2010, the
Australian Army helped South Korea prepare its
armed forces for redeployment to Afghanistan. We
have also worked together on maritime security
efforts in the Middle East.
Towards 2025, we will continue to explore
opportunities to expand the scope and sophistication
of our cooperation with South Korea in the defence
industry, science and technology fields.

Regional and global challenges –
a pivotal partnership
As democratic, mid-sized powers in the Asia-Pacific
region, Australia and South Korea share a similar
strategic outlook and are natural partners to help
shape solutions to regional and global challenges.
Australia and South Korea are both working with the
EAS on region-specific areas of mutual concern. In
the UN Security Council – of which Australia and
South Korea are both currently non-permanent
members – we have strongly supported resolutions
in response to North Korea’s provocations in early
2013, and worked closely with South Korea on issues
such as civilian protection, climate change and
security.
Australia and South Korea also work together in
the G20 to promote global financial stability and to
entrench the G20’s position as the pre-eminent
forum for managing global economic issues. In 2010,
this included seconding an Australian officer to work
with South Korea during its chairmanship of the G20.
Australia’s Department of Treasury works closely with
partner agencies in South Korea, and we share
constituencies in the International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank. Towards 2025, South Korea will
be an important economic partner, and an often
like-minded partner in the growing number of forums
in which we are both members.
Australia and South Korea are working closely to
address the issue of climate change. By 2015, both
Australia and South Korea will have broad-based
emissions-trading schemes to reduce greenhousegas emissions and encourage low-emissions
technologies and businesses. We have engaged
strongly in the Green Climate Fund and the Global
Green Growth Institute, both hosted by South Korea.
Our work with South Korea on climate change spans
regional and multilateral forums, as well as regular
bilateral dialogue between ministers, senior officials
and technical experts.
Australia also has a good working relationship with
South Korea on other environmental issues, including
the conservation of migratory birds, and Antarctic
science and environmental management, as well as
through our meteorological organisations.
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There is considerable scope to improve collaboration
and coordination with South Korea on delivering aid,
to maximise its cost-effectiveness and developmental
effect. Australia and South Korea both have expanding
and diverse aid programs, and South Korea has a
special perspective on aid, having transformed from
being an aid recipient to a donor. In December 2009,
we signed a memorandum of understanding on
development cooperation, which established a
framework for future cooperation. We have held
annual, high-level bilateral consultations on
development cooperation since 2011.

Building links at all levels
To maintain the momentum of Australia’s growing
bilateral relationship with South Korea, we will need
to develop advocates and build connections across
different levels of government. We are doing this by
supporting state- and territory-led delegations to
South Korea, and visits by parliamentary delegations

CITY LINKS

Caption.
Credit: Image courtesy
of PTW Architects.

Dr Hong-Chul Yum, Mayor of Daejeon and Mr Graham Quirk,
Lord Mayor of Brisbane.
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Despite Australia and South Korea’s increasingly close
political, security and defence cooperation, political
connections have lagged behind. Parliamentary
exchanges have been infrequent, and there is still
significant scope to strengthen this area of the
relationship. A South Korean parliamentary delegation
has not visited Australia since 2001, and individual
South Korean parliamentarians only briefly visit one or
two Australian cites. The relatively undeveloped links
between state and local governments and South Korea
reflect the higher profile of Australia’s other priority
countries for the Asian century.

BRISBANE AND DAEJEON

In the past few years, Brisbane has successfully
developed its decade-old relationship with Daejeon to
encompass economic and business activities, as well
as cultural and social links.

Credit: Brisbane City Council.

in both directions. Members of the Joint Standing
Committee’s Trade Sub-committee visited South Korea
in July 2012. An exchange of young political leaders
between Australia and South Korea since 2011 has
provided participants with a greater understanding of
each other’s country and helped to develop people-topeople connections. DFAT also uses its Special Visits
Program to build relationships with South Korea’s
emerging leaders.

In 2011, Brisbane City Council took advantage of its
biennial Asia Pacific Cities Summit (APCS) to take the
relationship to a new level and raise Brisbane’s profile
as a destination for investment and international
trading.
Brisbane City Council signed a memorandum of
understanding with Daejeon to host an annual cohort
of students for English and vocational training, funded
by Daejeon City Council and South Korean Ministry of
Education. The initial program was successful and has
since attracted interest from other South Korean
government agencies.
Following the 2011 APCS, Brisbane City Council has
helped South Korean businesses explore commercial,
cultural and educational opportunities in Brisbane. It
has also introduced a ‘Doing Business in Asia’ series of
business forums to introduce Brisbane businesses to
opportunities in Daejeon and throughout South Korea.

CONNECTING GOVERNMENTS:
PATHWAYS TO 2025
By 2025, the scope and depth of Australia and South Korea’s cooperation
on defence, security and economic policy will have grown significantly, both
bilaterally and in concert with others.
Reflecting public submissions and consultations, Australia will work to:

COOPERATION
• Maintain an active program of high-level policy
talks and visits.
• Cooperate with South Korea to strengthen the EAS
as a key regional institution, and the G20 as the
premier forum for international economic
cooperation and decision making.
• Expand the relationship between the Australian
Department of Treasury and its South Korean
counterparts, though activities identified at annual
bilateral Treasury and South Korean Ministry of
Strategy and Finance dialogues.
• Enhance our security and defence cooperation,
including by:
-- expanding the scope and sophistication of
bilateral and multilateral exercises in
the region
-- exploring opportunities to enhance
educational and professional exchanges
-- examining opportunities for cooperation with
third-party countries in fields such as
peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance,
capacity building and disaster relief.
• Pursue opportunities with South Korea to develop
dialogue and cooperation among middle powers.
• Continue to pursue regional and global action to
prevent the spread of weapons of mass
destruction, including through the PSI.

• Establish a portfolio of joint initiatives aimed at
improving development outcomes, including:
-- collaboration on social effects and
environmental safeguards issues relating to
infrastructure and transport, and
-- advancing the G20 Development Working
Group agenda initiated in Seoul in 2010.
• Work with South Korea – through bilateral,
regional and multilateral forums – to realise a fair
and effective global climate change agreement,
including by:
-- working to develop Green Climate Fund
policies and procedures, and to establish the
Fund’s secretariat in South Korea, and
-- cooperating to shape the recently formed
Global Green Growth Institute.
• Continue to engage with South Korea at ministerial,
senior official and technical expert levels to build
shared understandings around policy and technical
issues that will support domestic carbon markets,
and support the creation of a robust and
integrated global carbon market.

P
 OLITICAL AND
GOVERNMENT NETWORKS
• Encourage and support more frequent
parliamentary visits in both directions, and
bilateral exchanges of emerging political leaders.
• Conduct regular dialogue with state and territory
governments about opportunities to engage with
South Korea in relation to culture, commerce and
government.
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CONTACT US
Web

www.dfat.gov.au/issues/asian-century

Email

asian.century@dfat.gov.au

Mail

Australia in the Asian Century Implementation Unit
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade
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BARTON ACT 0221
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